Local sand dunes to be preserved
AS EARLY AS 1958, it was apparent to the late
biology professor that something permanent would
have to be done to effectively protect the dunes from
the irreparable abuses inflicted by off-road vehicles.
He contacted the Nature Conservancy,
then only a
2-year-old national environmental organization. It remained in contact with
throughout
the years.
As dune buggy and motorcycle tracks appeared with
frequency on the sands in the late 1960’s and
early 1970’s, Christensen realized that he and Hortense
Lanphere would not be able to effectively patrol the
dunes alone.
He fears became a reality in January of 1970 when he
was part of a six-man group who surrounded and ran
off five dune buggies, two motorcycles and captured a
four-wheel-drive
vehicle which had become trapped in
the sand when its driver tried to climb a dune.

Dunes, has been the object of concern by its property
owners, environmentalists and educators for more
than
35 vears.

The late William M. Lanphere, a professor of biology

at HSU for 34 years, allowed instructional access to his

AFTER

In 1963, Ingvard D. Christensen joined Lanphere in
his effort’s to preserve
the dunes’
ecosystem
when he moved in on the adjacent 145 acres, of which vu

are used for agricultural purposes.

vation easement over her 133 acres of dune
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Agreeing to the conservation easement, which allows
total control of all development of the property, the
(Continued
on page 13)

With Lanphere’s death on March 17, 1970, Hortense
Lanphere, his wife, assumed ownership of the 133

pat

A COUPLE of years of extensive study, the

Nature Conservancy offered to buy Christensen’s 49
acres of dune land at $800 per acre. .
Approximately
one year later, Mrs. Lanphere told
‘the conservancy she would be willing to grant a conser-
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- by Sally Ann Connell
HSU dorm residents won't be
able to buy contraceptives from
vending machines, as proposed
to the Inter-Residence Hall
Council (IRC) two weeks ago.

Feb. 4 meeting. He said vending
machines for non-prescriptive
contraceptives should be placed
“in
convenient
locations
throughout the residence halls.’

Chris Lawrence, chairman of
the council’s Program Board,
brought the matter up at the

unwanted
jes among
the young and particularly
among the college students” as
his reason.
His
proposal,
which
he
declared was serious,
was
with sarcasm.
Krista
McVey,
an
IRC
member, was curious as to what
Lawrence
considered
convenient locations. Someone else
asked if the machines ‘‘would be
appropriate,
say,
in
the
cafeteria?’’
IRC President Terry Yadon
was asking herself, ‘‘Why does
this have to happen during my

Ice cream parlor opens --in dead of winter
“The Sweet Shoppe”
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“Davis

is colder

and

has

an

c s : organic ice cream shop, and it’s

tate”

stuffed every night,”’ said Connie

Moreland, a former HSU home
economics major visiting from
University of California at Davis.
“IT’S

A

GOOD

idea

to

see

:

Besides getting quality ice
cream, Waldie said he is trying to

keep

prices

down

from

other

local parlors.
A scoop of ice-cream costs 20

cents, while a double is 35 cents.
Uniontown Coffee Shop and The
Varsity beth charge 20 cents a
scoop (no matter how many
ice

cream from the Drift On
‘costs 25 cents a scoop.

Inn

peppermint.
For those finding regular cones
boring, there are 10 kinds of

tickets are accepted at the Sweet

Mountain”

«vith rocky

_ road ice cream).

a

“It’s not the best, but it’s pretty
good.”’

made

, ‘Horse

_
‘2
a
2
=
a

Pepperwood dorm student who
wished to be unidentified.

Humboldt State coming up to the
standard of a big university,” she
joked.
The Sweet Shoppe features 14
flavors, including mocha and

sundaes, all named after mountains (like ‘Fickle Hill” or the

s

88. on

Other students expressed simi-

.

that day.
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one ice cream fan, Vicky Carter,
a senior speéch and hearing
major.

The sun was out, and many
ice-cream cones could be seen
walking around (with people)

<
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“I think its a good idea,” said

last Friday by the Rathskeller.

Ice cream fanshaveanewsource

jp
of solace on campus.
In spite of winter weat/¥er,
Lumberjack Enterprises op/hed

To get in the Sweet Shoppe’s
mountain climbing club, one eats

all 10 sundaes. The reward is an
eleventh sundae, free of charge.
Non-mountain climbers can try
the Redwood Bowl, three gallons
Of ice cream, ‘“‘flavor after flavor’’ for $7.95.
ICE

CREAM

COMES

from

a Challenge Dairy in Ferndale,
‘a Which Chuck Waldie, associate
a director of Housing Support Sera Vices, called “‘top quality.”
a
‘It’s pretty good,” agreed one

machines

scoops)

and

SUNDAES

home
AT

THE

Sweet

Shoppe run from 85 cents to $1.45.
Both

money

and

dorm

meal

Shoppe since the parlor originat-

ed partly from the desire to give
on-campus residents variety in
food.
“Flexibility is what we’re aiming for in serving HSU students,”’
said Bill Wayman, -production

manager for Lumberjack Enterprises.
Flexibility includes a proposed
health food bar and the alreadyexisting Pizza Mill.
It is too early to determine the

popularity of the Sweet Shoppe,
but many students like the idea,
in spite of the notorious cold of a
Humboldt County winter.
The general consensus follows

Vicky Carter’s belief that ‘‘ice
cream’s good anytime.”’

He cited ‘‘the large amount of

term?”

Not everyone
idea.

laughed

at the

“A lot of people are getting
riled about it,"’ Lawrence said
_ last week. ‘‘If residents get upset
by it, it would defeat whatever
good purposes it would serve.”
Lawrence didn't attend last
week’s IRC meeting. He did tell
the Lumberjack
he
would
“probably drop the proposal.”
The idea never even made it to
the’ housing office.
David
R.
McMurray,
associate director of housing,
said, ‘We never talked about
it.”’

"

Even if the proposal
had
passed the council and housing
department, it would have hit a
roadblock—dispensing
contracpetives from vending machines
is illegal in California.
Gary Kireger, family planning
coordinator for the county health
department told The Lumberjack vending-machine contraceptives might be legalized at afuture date.

2—The Lumberjack, Wednesday, February 19, 1975
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_ Pot protest dropped |Time ‘right’ for free university]
IRC
— ing te Renee Youngberg,

HSU
the e
A bid to involv

secretary.
The committee originally

Hall Council
in political activism

(IRC)

Lawrence ime eo
Paula ter
gut

COMMiIttee

by dorm

planned to organize a bus trip
to Sacramento, but the plans .

seems to have disolved.
A suggestion that the IRC

support the Muscone Bill (SB

never materialized.

alties for marijuana possession in some cases, was presented to the council last

President Terry Yandon said,
“It all depends on what the
committee does.”

The council decided to poll

at all,” said Stuart Glass,

With respect to the poll, IRC

95), which would reduce pen-

not doing anything
“We're

month.

members

IRC

on the idea;

senior political science major

© and member of the commit_tee.

1200 ballots were distributed
to resident students’ mail-

“I don’t think any of us have

Three-hundred thirty-

boxes.

the
flexibility ofof y
he terogs
IheThe et

want to see this emphasized by Wrobel.

REALLY

“I

the second

Aquarius,”

of

day

similar enthu-

about dthe
ty I’m so excite
attempt to plant a free universidone.

“I like to call it a knowledge

in Humboldt County “has been university, so many things have connection. If you want to know
running so smoothly” according happened to me since I got in- something we'll link you up with

e
someone who has the
to its initiator Steve Wrobel. volved in this a week ago.”
note- you need and wants to share i
Listed in the registration
time is right for it.”
:
“The free university is in your book are numerous ideas

for he said.

“A lot of people are interest-

mind,” Wrobel said and it is potential courses from which the

‘It’s
ed, Wrobel has found.
from several catalog classes will be chosen.
At the beginning of the roster always a question of rounding the
in the community.
“I decided to do it on the 22nd of are a variety of art classes; one people up. They're just present

drawing

now.
©-—‘ January. It’s a classic example in a wood-inlaying course that ing themselves
y, will be taught by Paul Barreis.
very Aquarian.”
of a universit
REGISTRATION

GOT
WE'VE
LLY
“ESSENTIA

Wrobel will conduct an Advanc- to get teachers,”

for students

Wrobel remark-

and teachers is being conducted ed Astrology Research Seminar ed explaining that students often
into instructors.
on the HSU campus, at the North- for people with a general back- evolve
knowledge of astrological

coast Environmental Center and

Professors will be screened by

“‘We're

The the university, however.

principles and language.

at the Whole Earth Food Store.

Of these

the time,” said Pat Meyer,

who responded, 78 per cent of
the students favor the bill, 67
per cent believe IRC. should

another member.
The proposed action would
have departed from an IRC

that a $1 re- course description suggests, ‘Be not going to let anyone run
Wrobel explained
gistration fee will be used to prepared to transmute the intel- amuck,” Wrobel remarked.
finance publication of a catalog lect into intuition.”
“This is strictly
a learning

in= politics.r

will startJey on a" .

five were returned.

atte
clasts
suds financing
2 the council
the effort

and 35 per cent believe
the
meney should be loaned tothe

lebbying committee, accerd-

Yandon doesn't

know if it will happen again“It depends

on

their

(the

_ residents’) feelings.”

,

“I really think we are going to ous

have

some

amazing

Wrobel exclaimed.
classes taught

dian

going to be an experiment . eat

08 acur

Ue the free university
plans to be

classes,” sufficiency in a cooperative effort around.

‘I mean to raise produce. “We would like permanent

by people who

really know what they are talking ‘° Put Safeway
about and who can really teach.”’

out of business,”

It’s

a

We're going to get a

community

project

tion.”

What Bill Fisher would term a . CITY

in

center.

community

COUNCILMEMBER

optimist who ‘‘came up here from offered through the free univer- college community seems ‘“‘less
out of L.A.’’ about four years ago, sity in collaboration with the Peo- activist” whan when he was
was teaching class when he
_,”
“‘more or less the coordinator”’of

Your mother wants | Sioa
tie Sive: Ms Shera Meee a ke oes rae mers
i

:

sity ‘‘to give me and other pecple
.
:
the winter
1971.
a showcase for talent.”
ute
ae ares
He said he sees the free
Four years have lapsed since ciassic example—a Virgo with university
as a “proverbial phoethe first free university died Sagittarius rising,” indicated nix, it kind of goes under and

to
c

omm

nc

Pm

t.

€

en

cnedieravan ome aan

;

have been no obstacles.

Saas

that
he may teach the herbology noted, aaieas-aen

The

“ines the university is planning.

energy is here and we have the

are thinking more of themselves

economic freedom now to do it

this spring quarter.”
You

owe

yo

lu

rself

an

Oly.
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NUTRITION

CLASSES will be and seem less concerned

ca T semeuedenes

on
major,

ae ers valinemmene
with a
history

plans to be working at the regis- area.” Sura

inaca
this Mabe

hours daily the next five weeks.

realistic
than I was at that time.
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cn ten remarked that “Wrobel is more
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Agency
Travel
University
G65 F. Street Arcata 822-178
CONTACT:

Humboldt
Tour
and
Travel
325 Warris Street Eareka
443-2704.

Martin D-18 *225.00
ibson ES125 £300.00
Used Gibson 12 String *225.00
sed Gibson Mandolin *325.00
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of Happy Fish”

‘dias

NM

about

taught by Irene Riley who Wrobel trying to save the world.”

tration table in the foyer of the long been a proponent
of what she

—
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Special Services director wants program to be ‘as valid us any’
Wednesday,.Februar,

than Chico, but it’s not too differ-

by David
W. Hill

-e | umberjeck—3

“PLL TELL YOU

dmitted.

want to do what I can to

if igi

“

— . 1975.

long.
to view me.”
stayed, I had
He attributed part of his
director said. blem to the overall lack of
what happens and authority of his job within the
administrative structure.
“I feel good about the program,
I feel good about the staff and I
tages of feel good about what I’m doing.
and “‘iso- I wish I felt as good about some of
lated’”” area like Humboldt, the other people in the univerGravenburg said he likes the sity.”

i

i

ing in one place too
“I COULD HAVE
tenure,” the new
“But
we all know

Gravenburg
received
his
bachlor of arts degree in Black
studies from California State
public administration, and worked for Chico as assistant director
of student activities.
SO HOW DID he get from Chico

to Humboldt?
“I was looking for a position

like this because I came up ina

similar program,” he said. “Because of my experience I felt I
could identify with the students
and do a good job.
Having married a Eureka wo-

man, and with his brother attending HSU,

Gravenburg

said

the

transition ‘“‘wasn’t that bad.
here

“It’s a little bit slower

SLC results
Students stayed away from the
polls in droves at Thursday’s
Student Legislative Council elections.
The total number of ballots cast

was 717, or 9.4 per cent of the
student body. Elections Commissioner
Barbara
Allisworth

described the turn-out as ‘“‘pissElected for full one-year terms

it presents.

job.”

Cindy

most

recent

bid

for

election

expressed surprise at his first
place win.
Winning short term seats to fill
vacancies were Joan Hockert
(134), Ron Ponce
(129)
and
Michael Zwiker (122).
Hockert
will serve until the end of spring
quarter, while Ponce and Zwiker

will be replaced at the end of this
quarter..

Of the seven ballot measures,
the only one which did not receive

each year.

“I don’t think the feds will
eliminate it,”’ he said, trying to
express some optimism. ‘This
program is the only thing (of its
kind) happening
up here.

Try our exclusive
4%

of being the first director of the
to compete

EXTRA

tutorial services and mid-quarter

SEQUOCOIA

cent.”’

Skiers interested in a proposed
ski area just 84 miles from
Eureka are asked to attend an
informational meeting of the Mt.

burg said he has run into some
cold shoulders in the administration.
“We are viewed as a program
that is on the outer fringes of the
university and as long as we stay
out there it’s cool.

Lassic Ski Area ad hoc Commit-

The

ad

hoc

committee

was

formed in January by Bill Barnum, a Eureka resident.

An informational-meeting will
also be held this Thursday at 7:30

p.m. in the Fortuna High School
Little Theatre.

822-2411
215 4th. St.
442-1786
2015

Mck.

on Pizza

Eur

Square

TOWN

|
|

Central

839-1574

A BIG SUR DREAM IN THE
NORTH COAST MOUNTAINS

tee tonight.
Slides of the proposed ski area

will be shown at the meeting at
7:30 in the Eureka High School
auditorium, 1915 J St.
Those
attending will be asked to sign a
petitionof support for the concept
of a new winter sports area in
Humboldt County east of Bridgeville.

—
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UNION

889 9th. St. Arc

Even with the program show-

oUNT

Uniontown

CO.

A

just

completed

two

story

hexagonal

half

sculpting half home of oil rubbed redwood awaits
serious individual with adventuresome spirit.
This eagles nest of rich severity rests upon five
acres
of rugged KNEELAND mountains offering a
curious
blend of whimsey and utility, a magnificent
view, and an easy commute.
$39,500 Terms

CARGILL REAL ESTATE 22.2108

~ 708 9th Street Arcata Hotel Bldg.

or 822-1442

Hunt

oO

AUTO

SUPPLY

ing this kind of success, Graven-

This

Week

program now),”’ he said. ‘After
implementing the evaluation program, we cut the number of our

students on probation by 23 per

IS BACK

EXTRA!

of students on academic probation (there are 311 students in the

the requisite two-thirds majority

FLASH GORDON

Starting

evaluations of Special Services’
students’ academic standings.
“Before I got here we had a lot

was proposition one, dealing with
monies of inactivated clubs.

Skiers to meet
about Mt. Lassic

>

§

2381 Myrtle Ave.
Eureka, Ca.
443-1648

I wanted
of an old
:
contribuare the

Kenn.

STRAW HAT PIZZA
yD ENT

u%

“Preferred Treatment
for College Students”

program, Gravenburg said, was

ment some of the things
to--without the stigma
director.”
TWO OF HIS major
tions to the program

Photo by

. Needy students can be helped by Eric Gravenberg
and the Special Services program.

plan for auto insurance

The one overriding advantage

“Since there hadn’t been a
director before, I got to imple-

and

though, an on-

going problem, money.
The program, which
is primarily supported by federal money,
must be approved for funding

“If one group messed up, made a
mistake, the other group would
pull us out.’’

Rick

(153)

another problem

GRAVENBURG SAID things
“What would happen to the
were hectic at first, because he students if the program ended?”’
was thrown into a position that he asked.
had never existed on this campus
Whatever does happen, Grabefore.
venburg said he would see the
The new director credited his program through. “I'll be here
staff with his survival of the first until it ends. The captain’s gotta
few chaotic weeks.
go down with his ship.”’
“There was a good balance of
people on the staff. Half of them
were new and the other half had
_ VICARS INSURANCE
been here from before (there are
ee
@
six people on the staff),”’ he said.

that he didn’t have
with any ghosts.

Ruvolo

good rapport
with some segments
of the campus.
He and Special Services face

-

were Brian Coyle (239), John
Slater (234), Linnea Long (170),
Sutcliffe (140). Coyle, a perenial
candidate who placed last in his

Gravenburg did say he has a

“In a lot of ways I see myself as
a pioneer. That doesn’t mean this
is a backward place,” he explained. ‘“‘My work was done in
Chico. I wanted
to come here to
try and help this program.
“Let me lay this on you, a
similar position came up at
Chico,” Gra
continued,
sitting
up in his chair. ‘‘The dean
of students told me he didn’t think
I could handle it. I don’t know
what he thought when I got this

Specialists in Repairing of
VW - TOYOTA - DATSUN - OPEL
& ALL OTHER EUROPEAN MAKES
PARTS For Most American & Foreign
OPEN 6 DAYS
CLOSED SAT
OPEN SUNDAYS

822-5

1

1 éh

Cars

é wit aah ranood
822-6389

GLEN BONNER’S UNION TOWN AUTO PARTS
el
AR
DO

AA eee

A lot of people laughed at a recent suggestion
to.
put condom dispensers in the dorms.
But after the initial giggles are over, it’s not such

a funny idea.

e Consider that “rubber” dispensers would support the local nickname of the dorms, “the drunken
whorehouses on the hill.’’
Then, imagine the facial expressions of parents

who check out the school they intend to send their
“innocent” children off to.
Would condom dispensers provide that
forting, secure feeling the protective
distrusting) parent needs?

As IRC

President Terry

com(and

|

Yadon said, “If they

really want them, they could go to the drugstore.”

Last (but not least), students would have a handy
source

for

water

balloon

fights,

an

activity

discouraged by both the housing office and simple
economics, considering the cost of condoms as
compared with balloons.
Seriously, the real come-upper is that the
dispensers are illegal in California.
If, as predicted, they become permissible,
having prophylactics would probably just make
things safer, rather than encourage rampant sex.
When people want to fool around with each other,
a bathroom dispenser isn’t going to make much
difference.

Dorm

life is not the wildlife many

restrictive

persons would like to imagine, but no one can deny
that some rdommate-trading does go on.
Perhaps the best experience dorm life has to
offer is meeting persons and learning to develop
levels of social intercourse and relationships.

‘
%.#

It is time to get rid of the prudish idea that a
rubber is something nasty bought in a drug store and
. sneaked

Space is Money
Because

the

public,

let

alone

the

media, The Lumberjack tries to remain as open as
possible.
Our policy has been to print all letters and
opinion pieces submitted.
Unfortunately, like the rest of the world, we have
financial restrictions. These have the nasty habit of

dents identified
major, faculty

inflicting space limitations on us. The result is that

department and title
residents by city.
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causal plane, one is able to view
one’s past lives and much of the
karma one has accrued. These
and other areas of existence are
visited through the natural technique of soul travel.
Hazel Masters of Eureka will
present a free introductory discussion on Eckankar tonight at 8
p.m. in Room 110 of Gist Hall.

studying to one of these locations
and leave Kerr Tower quiet and
available for meditating. thank
you.
Jeff Boening
Junior
Math

Tasteless
According to one stated criter-

ion of the perspectives page,
Editor
Steve Whitelaw
“tasteless material may not be
CONCERNED
ABOUT THE
Junior, Social Science
used.”
Seems to me that the
REDWOOD
ENVIRONMENT
Third World digression qualifies
AND WONDERING WHAT TO as such. Being that there is space
DO? Anyone interested in envirSir:
limitation, the editor should be
onmental issues related to redI read the article today on the more selective.
woods can help. No qualificainjured bird program here at
David Alexander
tions necessary except
HSU, and was naturally upset to
Senior, Zoology
concern and comittment and a
learn that feeding these poor
few hours per week. No rewards
creatures is so very expensive.
other than personal satisfaction
However, I have a happy solution
that you have done all what you
to this distressing situation that
could do to have your children
will either reduce cost to a bare
enjoy the redwoods in their origiminimum or perhaps eliminate it
nal splendor. Come in when you
Food Day, an event similar to
entirely: There are dogs running
can because a lot of work has to
Earth Day, is scheduled for April
all over campus every day. Why
be done soon. Check my class
17.
not use them?
schedule on the door.
Sincerely,
Rudolf W. Becking
Lower food prices, responsible

Food Day calls

TUE

Editor

;

Bird food

MMMM

occcccccccccccccccccccccccccccees

all

Redwoods

(A

lddddddddddsthdddststh

Editor

weicomes

within reasonable limits of taste.
All letters must be signed and stu-

Lumberjack Saf
Managing

Lumberjack

letters
of fewer than 200 words (20

typed lines), free of libel and

we can no longer print every letter or perspective we
receive.
We must also strictly enforce our deadlines.
From now on, we can not guarantee publication of
material submitted later than Friday noon.
-If you want to see your letter or opinion piece in
print, turn it in early and keep the comments short.
And don‘t be discouraged from writing. Opinions
and criticisms are always welcomed, and we are
truly sorry we can’t afford to print them all.
LALLA

in a brown paper bag.

Lerters to the Editor

student

segment of it, has little access to Humboldt County

OTT

home

.

EETEEEEEEEZEEEL

for national goals

NRS 214 anytime

Eckankar
What is life all about? HaveI
lived before?
Pia
my
purpose for being
?
As
ppy used to say, ‘‘The

Empiri

firmed the validity of astral projection and other. extrasensory
feats. Soul travel should not be
confused with astral projection,
although the astral (source of all
psychic phenomena including
astral projection) is the first
plane visited while traveling in
the heavenly worlds.
On the

Russ McGaughey

Assoc. Prof.

English

Meditation
Kerr Tower was dedicated for
meditation. (It is so stated on the
plaque on the left at the top of the
stairs.) This is the only place on
campus where people can find a
comfortable, quiet place to meditate

There are many places on
campus for studying: the library,
Nelson Hall lounge, the univer-

food advertising, nutritious food

and an end

to hunger

are its

nation-wide goals.
Teach-ins, forums

and

speak-

ers are planned, urging people to

fight the growing food crisis.
A Food Day coordinating com-

mittee is organizing and needs
people, especially those with
some knowledge in political science, social science, recycling,
education, agriculture and journalism.

sity center lounge, the Green and

A meeting is planned next week

Gold Room (FH 108), etc. and
many empty classrooms throughout the day. Please take your

at the Arcata Bulk Food Center.
Further information is available from Russell Kroof, 822-9151.
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by Ty Allison

expected
to have a wide, diverse

damnedest to croak off. He throttles his neck as he hangs his green
head over a trash can and strangles on a huge was of phiem. This
goes on for the rest of the evening, leaving the rest of the room’s

occupants with a slightly nauseated feeling. Concentration
becomes more difficult with each passing and gagging minute.
At last it
that peace has descended
upon the Green-andGold Room.
the past few seconds you have even managed

to complete a half-page of chemistry. Then the next distraction
Slowly and silently,
much the same as a deadly snake, a lethal
dose of thick choking smoke descends around your frame, suddenly causing
you to burst into uncontrollable spasms
of chronic
coughing. You lucky dog, a polluting three-pack-a-day chain
smoker
has taken up residence directly beside you. As the fumes

grow increasingly dense, you attempt
to inhale as shallowly as

possible, and wonder if your next check-up at the doctor’s will
uncover some sort of lung cancer. You begin to smolder along with
your friend’s cigarette.
:
Ppsss.. Pppsss.. Instantaneously, a loud whisper pierces your
inner eardrums and continues until you feel your temper rising to
the bursting point. Sssss.. Ppssss.. The intimate murmuring
persists as the two guilty culprits show no consideration for those
around them by prolonging their conversation. You feel like you
have to scream. The only way to keep from making a fool of yourself is to exit very swiftly to the head and count to 100.
>» Miraculously, it works! It looks like the evening won't be a total
loss for you after all. Full of renewed energy and ready to tackle

your studies, you head back to the Green-and-Gold Room. Then,

suddenly, you're stopped short.

Much to your astonishment, you find your chair missing. Some
smart-ass made off with the last empty chair in the place, yours.
Vainly, you search the room for the scoundrel who lifted your
stool. Strangely enough, everyone in the room is busy, not a
movement, not a sound, an ideal place to study. Sadly you gather

up your books and surrender to the thought of accomplishing any
@ work that evening. Go ahead, now you really do owe yourself an
3 Oly. or two, or three.

Gay

SSSVOH

Flame

and active culture. The economy
and population
simply can’t supportit. But a rural county with
two colleges
and a large youth
population
should maintain these
things. For a small community
college I think CR has been great
in providing
its share of cultural
events, from concerts to dance
performances.
But obviously
‘Humboldt
has not been carrying

its fair share.
I look at

the

college

. Surrounding community

and

as the

cultural
center in this area. But
it has proven that except
for the

entertainment
that is provided in

stereotypes.

narrow-minded ignorance supports these views. It’s hard to
resist the bandwagon appeal of

So maybe you would like to
isolate yourself
from
your
friends. Maybe you should stay
in your closet.
Who can say that your boss will
not fire you the moment he finds
you are not only gay, but proud of

it? Never mind that your right to
employment is being fought for in

to live
for the
for your
straight
church-

going
neighborhood
queerbaiters. -And one life, somehow,
some way, for yourself.
Gay people are neither sick nor
sinful, though parochial bias and

the old myths, and even harder to
oppose them by proudly proclaiming that you are gay and un-

ashamed.

The hardest part is

realizing that all those lies are
turning people’s minds against

you.

The
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represented,

Andres

Pro

Musica;

how

Segovia,

poets

have

come

to Hum!

State,

Ginsberg and Ferlingetti; why
haven’t we seen more modern
dance performances here, Martha Graham
and other New York
companies; artists to lecture on
their work, anthropoligists,
socio-

logists, communists, socialists,
not to mention Lestor Maddox
and John Wayne.
No, I am tired of being appeased. They say we are living behind
the Redwood Curtain, but I do not

Defense against rape brings murder charge
pick that
drawer.

by Dorian Hastings

Sophomore
His

‘“‘Twenty-year-old

Joanne

Lit-

tle may be put to death because
she defended herself against the
jail guard who tried to rape her.’’
This was the introduction to a
letter I received from Julian

Bond, now president of the Southern Poverty Law Center in Alabama.
In June of 1974, Joanne Little
was convicted of breaking, entering and larceny, and while awaiting her appeal, was confined in
the Beaufort County Jail, in
North Carolina.
On Aug. 27, a jailer was found
dead in the cell assigned to
Joanne. He was apparently stabbed a number of times with an ice

Ornaments on the tree of life
the courts.
Maybe it is easier
separate lives--one life
benefit if your boss, one
mate, one for your
friends, another for your

1975,

the myriad of local bars, the
community does not have the
capital or risk factor to bring in
outside entertainment.
Has the university lived up to
its given responsibility of drawing any outside culture to this
area? No is the easy answer.
The University Program Board
appeases the students with Crated San Francisco
rock groups,
i.e. Elvin Bisop (here twice), The
Sons (here twice), Quicksilver,
etc. and an occasional speaker.
But where is the classical music

was kept in his desk himself.
;
To quote from the.
Women everywhere have to
autopsy report:
deal with the possibility of rape.
“His shoes were in the corri- Though women are warned by
dor, socks on feet, but otherwise
their police to co-operate with a
naked from the waist down...The
rapist to avoid bodily harm, they
left arm was under the body and are often penalized in the courts

clutching

his

Keep in mind the satisfaction
that comes from living as an
open, proud individual; the sense
of completeness derived from an
integrated life; the warmth and
companionship of others. These
more than offset the difficulties.
Because what is your alternative? Tolive a lie, pretending you
are what you are not? To date or
marry the opposite sex to convince ‘‘straights’’ that you are
one of them? To shrivel a little
everytime you hear a ‘fag’
joke and find yourself laughing
harder so they won't know it is
you they are rediculing? To feel
that even your closest straight
friends are 10,000 miles away
from understanding you?
Richard Khamsi

pants...Extending

from the penis to his thigh skin
was a stream of what appeared to
be seminal fluid...The urethreal
fluid was loaded with spermatozoa.””

Little has been indicted for first
degree murder, which carries the
mandatory death sentence in
North Carolina.

Ironically,

the

they

didn’t

offer

e-

“nough resistance” to qualify as
rape victims. I hope one of the
outcomes of the trial will be that
men think twice about rapinga .
woman, knowing that women are

effective deterrent to rape.
The letter I received from Mr.

original charges of larceny have
been dismissed.
That Joanne is black is as

Bond askes for donations for her

important as that she is a woman.

importance

She is being tried for daring to
turn a weapon

To so many straights, gay
people are’ oddities; ornaments
on the tree of life. Butterflies who
flit from flower to flower. How
can they take you seriously if
they know you are a fairy?
Being open about your gayness
is not one everlasting party. It
can really complicate your life to
have to deal with straight people
on the basis of their absurd

19.

behind the ‘Redwood Curtain’
This week I noticed posters
going up in the area for a free
concert at CR with the great jazz
flutist, Paul Horn. While
I was
overjoyed
to see a great musician
like this coming to Humboldt
County, I couldn’t help but think
that this would be one of the few
cultural
reliefs of the winter.
A rural county shouldn’t be

retreats
to his seat, plagued to remain
thirsty. You again attempt to focus your mind on your studies.

February

Cultural relief appears needed
)

Red

Tim Martin

Wednesday,

against the man

who tried to rape her; the jailer
probably didn’t even think of it as
rape. Her biggest misfortune, of
course, is that he is a white
official.
This is a key case involving a
basic human right of self defense
against attack. If the rapist is a
public servant, he has betrayed
the public’s trust and is doubly
guilty of offense. dn a case of
attack and defense, all titles are
forfeited.
Any person attacked
has the right to defend her or

defense.
strongly

Because I feel
about the case,
to women,

so
its

indigent

people, prisoners; because,
if
women aren’t protected by the
law, they should at least be able
to protect themselves, for these
reasons, I am writing this to ask

for donations as well. Joanne’s
plight is our own. Her freedom is
our freedom:
the right to self
defense, and that freedom is the
question.
Send money directly to:
Joanne Little Defense
Southern Poverty Law Center
119 S. McDonough St.
Montgomery, Ala. 36101
or call 445-1529.
are those of the author and not
necessarily for The Lumberjack
of the Journalism
Department.

Written matter may be up to 300

The Perspectives
Page
is
reserved for opinion matter from
anyone about anything. The
Lumberjack regrets that due to

the increased
page, it is unable

sp abit of the
fo publish al! of

the material submitted. Each
week, @ selection of opinions will
be

printed.
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Arcatans buy food in bulk
by Terrance Redgers

“T’ll take 15 pounds of walnuts,
a 50-pound bag of

money ends up,” Stapenhorst explained. ‘You can give it to a
corporate-owned
chain,

pounds
of peanut

i

i

yes,
a box

please.”

products

every

week for use as “leader” items.

Whole Earth

Safeway

25 Ibs. - .83 Ib.

1.01 Ib.

1.04 Ib.

50 Ibs. - .29 Ib.

.32 Ib.

Pe

4 gal. -.1.58 gal.

2.16 gal.

1.99 gal.

peanut butter

25 Ibs. - .73 Ib.

1.04 Ib.

73 Ib.

short grain brown rice

50 Ibs. - .30 Ib.

55 Ib.

ae

.34 Ib.

_

raw cashews

25 Ibs. - .70 Ib.

85 lb.

~

97 Ib.

-~

1.45 Ib
1.35 Ib

1.15 Ib
1.10 Ib.

1.38 Ib
1.36 Ib.

1.79 qt
.23 ea
.23 ea

1.75 qt
.22 ea
.23 ea

1.76 qt.
.31 ea.
.26 ea.

_

60 Ibs. - .63 Ib.

Ms. Stapenhorst says the suc-

cess of the Co-Op food store on H

Street enabled

the member-

owned: store to expand with the
Bulk Food Center. Students are
responsible
for a large
part of the
store’s success, Stapenhorst
says, but support of the general
community has grown too.
“STUDENTS
ARE NOT afraid
of the co-op idea as the general

public

might

be,’

she

said.

what
it means. A shopper cannot
go in to the Bulk Food Center and
buy a 12-ounce package of beans.
A 50-pound
sack would be a more
likely scene.

The Bulk Food Center has no

slick rows and shelves of indivi-

walnuts in shell

|
|

dually priced items. A shopper
can, however, still walk in and
get what he wants and take it
with him, or order somethingif
it’s not in stock.

Store is run since the
part-owners of the operation. se

difference is where the

KK KARE
RRR

KKH

KKH

“The

KARA

that consumers band together to

buy their food collectively. Members of the group pay a fee and
become owners.
In other words, members of a
co-op have a voice in how the

RRR

REE

25 Ibs. - .43 Ib.
25 Ibs. - .23 Ib.

*

10 Ibs. - 1.05 Ib.
_—_10 Ibs. - 1.00 lb.

RARER

RRR

<

60 Ib.
(31 Ib.

1.46 Ib.
1.39 Ib.

54 1b
36

~

2.00 qt
pe
ai

REE

RRR

REE

.85 Ib.

.19 Ib.
.32 Ib.

1.72

88 Ib.

1.25 Ib.
.30 Ib.

.60 Ib.

2.03 gal.
1.02 Ib.

73 Ib.

80 Ib.

-40 Ib.

.46 Ib
.25 Ib

EERE

.69 Ib

.60 Ib
50 Ib.

RERE

JESSE:-COLIN:
YOUNG

KKK

co area, for example, have seen
co-ops work, and understand the
philosophy behind co-op buying.”
The co-op philosophy is simply

mild cheedar cheese
monterey jack cheese

.90 Ib.

sad

safflower oil
1.75 qt.cream of mushroom soup 24 cans - .20 ea.
48 cans - .19 ea.
chicken noodle soup

“Students from the San Francis-

.79 Ib.

15 Ibs. - .39 Ib.

pinto beans
split peas

.23 Ib.

Purity

& JERRY

CORBETT...

Sunday, February 23rd
HSU East Gym...2 Shows:

7:30 (doors open at 7:00pm)
& 10:30 (doors open at 10:00pm)...
Admission:
HSU & CR ASB-$3.50..
General-$4.50...Ticket Outlets:. .
Recordworks: Arcata/ Eureka,

& the University Center Information

Humboldt University Bookstore

& at the door!!!

RK

Purchased between 12:30 & 4:30
Tue. Feb. 25 AT THE HUB

HH

OFF on all Jostens Rings

BOHM

-5%

~

Sponeored by...
wan

le

'P

LEB,

& Me

a

Associated

Studemts...

we

100 Ibs. - .16 Ib.

Coop

RERERE
EE
ERRERE
EERERE
EE
EERE
RERERERRERERER
ERE
ERR ERBRHK

Bulk Food Store

Wednesday.

or

Februar.
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_ Sky diving popular with students
to do. You have to know clearly

by Jeanne Sapunor

For $30, a college student can
receive lessons-on the ground-on sky diving.
‘
Something some call ‘‘guts”
and others a ‘“‘sense of adventure” gets the student off the
ground, 3,000 feet in the air, and
jumping out of a plane.
In the United States, there are
about 40,000 ‘‘active’’ sport para- .
chutists-those who jump at least
once a month.
Humboldt County can take

credit for eight of those jumpers,
according to Gary Mills, owner of
Pacific Para-Sports in Eureka.
Mills,

who

at

35

has

1,425

jumps, can’t really explain why
people sky dive-they just do.
He first jumped back in 1960.
‘After spending a few days watching others jump near his Marine
base, he decided
he wanted to try
it.
As far as the risks involved, ‘‘it

has a lot to do with where you
place your values,” Mills said.

SOME SAY SKY divers have a

what to do.
““You’ve lost half the battle if

you panic,” he said.
If a sky diver’s parachute malfunctions-the ‘‘and’s, if’s and
but’s”

of the

sport-Mills

said,

“Well, you just say ‘Why me?’
- then do what you're trained
to

oP

Mills has been

teaching

sky

diving since 1962. Instructors and

jumpmasters must go through a
teacher’s course and comply with
United States Parachute Association requirements.

He said he has his own theories
concerning the length of ground
school. Two weeks, he said, can
“YOU PUT TOO much shit on
the students minds. Instead, you

just hit ’em hard and fast with the
basics and then let them jump.”
Although Mills has one of the 11
permits for a California drop
zone, bad weather usually hinders him from using the Crescent

hea Fe

eo

OR

Ree,

8

a

Instead, he usually. conducts
his ground school up at the
ra Sky Ranch in Medford,
The drive up may be an inconvenience, but ‘‘the ones that get
horny for a jump gothrough
with
it,” Mills said. (Oregon regulations require only landowner’s
permission and that the local
Federal Aviation Association be
notified.)
THE FIVE-HOUR COURSE

is

divided into five categories:
parachute nomenclature, canopy
control, parachute landing falls
(PLF’s), reserve procedures and
exits.

be too long.

He said
death wish, but Mills rejects the © City-Fort Dick zone.
there is a long list of state regulaexplanation.
tions that make it difficult to set
“I know a lot of jumpers who
up drop zones. One regulation
said.
he
just don’t give a shit,”
states that no one can jump
Sky diving is a sport timed in
within five miles of an airway.
seconds.
“It’s like a big spiderweb.
“You don’t have all day to
Everytime you find a piece of flat
scratch your ass thinking of what
eee

land, it seems like it’s in
goddamn airway,’’ Mills said.

The parachutes

the beginning

jumpers use are B4 militarysurplus chutes-what Mills terms
“a

helleva

strong

system,’’

as

well as safe, simple and reliable.
State, federal and club regulations require a minimum of five
“static line’ jumps, in which a
line, called a ‘dope rope” by
some, is attached to the airframe
and snaps the chute open three
seconds after exit.
After five jumps, students may
move on to free falls, but ‘‘it all
on the ability and inte-

rest of the individual,’ Mills said.
Exits demand
.

+

&

wo

one _ thing--conwits

yo

centration.

“WHEN YOU’RE UP out on
that plane wing, 3,000 feet above
the ground, you got to forget all
that shit about being killed by a
wild bull with big horns when you
land,” Mills said.
‘Instead,
concentrate on three things.
Your exit, canopy control and
your

P

rd

In static line jumps, the jumper
will fall about 150 feet in three
seconds before the chute opens.
Once it opens, the jumper drifts
to earth at about 12 miles per
hour.
In delayed jumps, Mills said, if
the

body

is

in a

face-to-earth

position, it will reach its terminal
velocity speed after 10 seconds,
usually travelling as fast as 180
m.p.h.
If a parachute doesn’t open, or

suffered
a broken bone.
Most injuries occur during
landings,
usually a twisted ankle.
In a PLF, there must be five

points of body contact to reduce

“ankle shock.”

Upon landing,

the balls of the feet, side of calf,
side of thigh, back of hip and back
of shoulder should all touch the

’ ground in a rolling motion.

Some injuries are due tc
“ground rush,” where the student looks at the ground, rather
than straight ahead, and realizer
how fast he or she is going.
“THEY

USUALLY

EITHER

reach for the ground, stiffen or
scream.”’

One

normally

cannot

think

about sky diving without referane Deeg fe aan oe oe accidents.
While
tragedies are
remembered
more often than the

opens partially, reserve procedures are taught for that exact
reason.
Malfunctions are usually due to
one of two things: either bad
packing or, 90 per cent of the
time, bad body positioning.

**YOU’RE NOT CHEATIN’
death if you use the reserve,’’ he

said.
Only one student of Mills’ ever
had to use a reserve chute, and

along the same lines, in the past
five years only one student has
Teter
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The heights a repo
by Jeanne Sapunor

Did I want
to go sky diving this
weekend? And, hopefully live to
write about it?
That’s what my news editor
asked me. At first I hestitated:
God, I thought, that meant I’d
miss ‘“‘Animal Crackers” and I’d

If you’re
going to

hit a

been waiting a month to see it.
I hesitated again: No, Jeanne.

Don’tdo it. Think up an excuse.
Say you have cramps (I never get
cramps . That was a good excuse no one ever questions such a
delicate matter).

tree,

hit a soft

Then again, what did I have to
lose? My refrigerator was prac-

one.

tically empty, so I didn’t have to
worry

A popular sport among students is sky diving. In its sporaticefforts to explore
reporter Jeanne
daring attempts
Navy ship, here

Sapunor’s

local sports and hobbies, The Lumberjack sent
Sapunor to investigate. Sapunor, noted for her
to look up her school records and try to get on a
tells the trials and tribulations of a first jump.

next assignment was to study eating habits of cannibals,

but she said she had cramps.

~

about

food

spoiling.

I

didn’t have a wife and kiddies
and a mortgage
to consider and I
knew ‘my pet goldfish could get
along fine without
me. I did have a term paper to write-if I
returned. But, in the words of
Teddy Kennedy, ‘We'll cross
that bridge when we come to it.”’
I wouldn’t even have
to write a
will before
I left. Not only
did I
have nothing to lose--I didn’t even
own anything worth fighting
over.
FRIENDS WARNED ME that,
if I was crazy enough to go, at
least don’t break a leg because a
cast would be miserable in the

once-normal, now crazy sky divers who frequented the Beagle
Sky Ranch.

IT WAS COLD that day. And
since the day had started at 3:30
in the morning, it seemed colder
for a longer time.

Ground school started around
9:30, after everyone had warmed
up with a potent cup
of coffee.
Ground school was
exactly that-what you learn on
the ground before you go up in the
sky and really learn about sky
diving.
‘
In between taking pictures,

writing notes and

blowing

my

nose, I thanaged to catch a few

words

about

anatomy.

parachutes-their
Why

they

always;

always open.
And something
about a ‘‘margin of safety.”
Parachutes, the jumpmaster
said, were “a helleva strong

system,” so we students should
all rest assured.
So I rested,
assured my chute would open. I
wasn’t worried-yet.

WE WENT ON to bigger things.
Like ‘canopy control.” How to
steer your chute, once it opened.
Gary, our jumpmaster, provided some sound advice:
“If you’re going to hit a tree, hit
a softwood.”’ Oaks, he said, tend
to hurt more.
And there are
power lines, ‘‘even in Oregon, so
try not to hit more than one.”’

I was feeling better. It was
getting easy. Even sounded fun.
Especially after Gary said that
since we were all beginners, we
had
to have static lines tied to our
chutes. It was a federal regulation. There was hardly anything
left for me to do if federal regulations were going to open. my
chute for me.
We went and

PLF’s.

practiced

our

Parachute landing falls

in longhand.

Every

minute or

two I stopped to watch myself.
“Here I am, out on a peagravel
pit in southern

Oregon,

falling

every which way so I can jump
out of @ plane.”

FEET TOGETHER,
LEGS
bent, eyes forward and hands up,

lov’s dogs dro
place.
I felt a chill.

we fell. Again and again, 15-odd'
people making sure we had good
PLF’s.
The
jumpmaster
walked
around the pit, making sure we
all had five points of contact
when we fell--that the balls of our
feet, side of calf, side of thigh,
back
of hip and back
of shoulder
all hit the ground, in that order.

the state of num

“Anytime you hear a thump it

started. They w

means you skipped a point of
contact,”’ he said.
Thump...thump...thump. I decided I had more than five points

“Goddamn |
jumpmaster sco
It was 3:15 p.1

of contact.

wind was strong,
down.

My

knee

hurt, my

head felt funny.
After 45 minutes, we recessed
to rest our minds and satisfy our
worked-up appetites. Then, lessons on reserve procedures.
We practiced the “arch and
count”’...or six seconds to decide
if your chute opened.
I noticed I was
more
“if’s”’ and ‘‘just in case’s” than.
before, but still, more expert
advice eased the anxiety I was
feeling.
“IF YOU HAVE a complete
malfunction, break away from
your main chute and pull the
reserve. If you don’t pull it, no
one else will.’’
Now it seemed to be more and
more
up to me. We listened
to a
run down of possible ‘‘partial”’
malfunctions (p
was the
thinly
word separating
absolute and less-intense panic).

would be like,
hearing that ‘“‘f
hearing the nam

Teport card.
“@pinas....Say
Just when it s

past being nerve

likely we would j
“We'll just hi
morrow,” Gary

TOMORROW?
have to spend
thinking about v

do??? = Well,
Someone had
Eureka.
It was
home.
through

:

Did any
my char
At leas
(progre

Then I could
w

nd jum
out of the

myself.
back.

I wot
I'd get cr

So I stayed.
How could peopl

“ata time like t
wear seat belt

seemed so ridict
Tired, sore bo
med together ir

your

pass the night ;

reserve and save your ass from

sweat, Nervous ¢
The veterans |

“If

this

happens,

pull

hitting the ground at 120 miles
per hour,” Gary said.
Somehow that didn’t strike me
as funny as it might

have

two

hours earlier.
There was one more lessonexits. We heard the command we
would be given in the plane, when
“the time” came.
“FEET OUT.

GET out. Go.”

Simply stated. It seemed like
those words could make old Pav-

“a friend of ming
Jim” stories to k
from getting a gc
AND IT POUR
nice swamp to la
soggy PLF’s in.
It had been ¢
now it was the Ic
Christmas Eve I
ever

that.

I knew,

|
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porter will go for a story...
lov’ s dogs
place.

drool

I felt
a chill.

all

over

the

I knew what

it

would be like, in a few hours,
hearing that ‘feet out.’’
Like

hearing the name of the kid just
before you go up and get his
report card.
inas.. ..Sapunor.”
Jus when it seemed like I was
past being nervous and well into
the state of numbness, the winds
started. They wouldn’t quit.
“Goddamn Russians,’’ the

jumpmaster scowled.

It was 3:15 p.m. and it wasn’t
likely we would go up today. The
wind was strong, not likely to die
down.
“We'll just have to jump tomorrow,”’ Gary decided.
TOMORROW?

MEANING

I

have to spend 15 more hours
thinking about what I’m about to
do???

Well,

wait

a

med together in the hanger

to

Nervous

sweat, nervous chatter.

The veterans supplied several

“a friend
of mine, his name WAS

Jim’ stories to keep the students
from getting a good night’s sleep.
AND IT POURED-we'd have a
nice swamp to land in--to execute

soggy PLF’s in.

It had been the coldest day,
now it was the longest night. No
Christmas Eve I spent as a child
ever lasted that long.

Nels I knew, one plane of

oa. little,

:
boots

that

were

big

It seemed

someone else.
meant me.

Not a chance.

seen too many foul-play murder

3,000

Se

“GET OUT.“
Jee-zusss, Jeanne!
feet

over

Oregon,

of all

my left thigh. It meant go. I had
no choice.

No!

I’m still not sure if I actually let

—~

"go or if the wind forced me off.

I

Won'T Gol
I could only think of a line from
“The Wizard of Oz,”’ appropriately from the Cowardly Lion:
“['ll go in there for Dorothy.
Wicked Witch or no Wicked
Witch, guards or no guards, I'll
tear them apart. I may not come
out alive, but I’m going in there.

There’s only one thing I want you
fellows to do...talk me out of it.”

one

would.

I fell back and arched.
Shit, I thought, how am I
supposed
to look back
and smile?
This

IT WAS TIME.

They

were

concentrating on their own cou-

rage.
It wasn’t sudden, but next I
knew we were in the air.
I. don’t remember much. Just
wondering how much higher we
had to go before we got to 3,000

feet. Surely we must be there by
now.
Higher than this??

SINCE I WAS second, I was
sitting in the middle, resting on
my knees. If I imagined enough
(and I did), my position was
pretty fetal. Did the jumpmaster
ever consider himself a pseudoobstetrician, delivering planes of

minutes

wind

is

giving

me

an

air-tight frown.
Oh, well...one thousand one..
one thousand two...one thousand
three-ugh.
I finished gulping and looked
up. I gulped again-my chute was

open.
So now what do I do? I had
been prepared to handle a malfunction.
What do I do if
everything’s normal?
Way up
here with absolutely nothing to
do...
I LOOKED AROUND.
Trees
here, river there. Kinda like a

Rand-McNally relief map.
It occured to me the object of

this game was to try to land on a
target. So the least I could do was
spot the target-right?
And it

I could wiggle

my

benchwarming.
tree.I’d
never know he did
purpose.
I TURNED

it on

COMPLETELY

“You dummy!”’

“‘Where they talking to me?”
I said aloud, to no one in
particular.
Calling
me a dum- -

my? My first jump and they have
the nerve to call me a dummy?

The audacity to address this
brave soul in that tone of voice.
Maybe they had good reason to,
for someone shouted at me
again:

‘‘Put your feet together,

dummy.”’
Shit; I forgot. My feet. I looked
down to make sure they were
together. They were--but at the
same time I couldn’t help noticing the ground down below. It
was getting closer and closer,
faster and faster.
MY LAST THOUGHT before I ©
hit the ground

was

that

I was

about to hit the ground.
Which I did.
Not with a thump.

In mud a

thump sounds more like skumchp
(the sound a banana makes
squished in milk).
My PLF? Balls of feet. Period.
One out of five.
A redwood
couldn’t fall stiffer than I did, -.
with my size-10 roots anchored in
Oregon mud.

that someone down there was
supposedly guiding me with.
Even without my glasses (I left

come to me.

them in my other purse), I found
the arrow.
Hesitating (I never was very
quick at distinguishing between

toes?’
Of course

.I watched
slowly.
I
what to do
Somebody,

would help if I found the arrow

“how to check for broken bones.
“CAN
YOU
WIGGLE
your

toes. My toes felt fine. Now ask
me if I can wiggle my ankle?
What followed was a lot of

From below, a voice shouted,
You're

Then I felt it. It was a slap on

ed

No

“Feet out.’’
I watched my feet get out and
stand themselves on the strut of
the plane.

places!

oO

five

He

standing out on an airplane wing

ek

like

me.
Me? I looked over my shoulder
to see if perhaps he meant

enough. Gloves (or would that
hinder my grip on the plane
wing)? No gloves...
Forty pounds on my stomach
and back. Someone checked and
double checked my pack and I
eyed them suspiciously, having
re

my left and right), I turned
to the
right,
then to the left.

It was my turn. Gary turnedto

“I’m putting on my last jumpsuit...I’m now putting on my last
I found

passen-

“Feet out. Get out. Go.”’

a jumpsuiton. My mind began to
think in last-time terms.
helmet.”

ane:

Then I heard it.

And then
it was my turn. I put.

minute.

Someone had to go back to
Eureka. Did anyone need a ride?
It was my chance. I could go
home. At least I got halfway
through (progress in my mind).
Then I could come back next
nd jump, with ground
outof the way. But I knew
myself.
I would never come
back. I'd get cramps again.
So I stayed..
I couldn't eat.
How could people think of eating
“ata time like this!” I couldn’t
wear seat belts either..it all
seemed so ridiculous.
Tired, sore bodies were crampass the night away.

students was up. Eleven a.m.
and they were back.
Smiling.
Excited. Different.

myself move very
couldn’t remember
next so I rested.
or something, will

The somebodies who happened
along were student nurses. One
knew the proper way to fold a
parachute and the’ other knew

I sat in the hangar, nursing my
“sprain” (later to be diagnosed
“fractured” and preserved in
plaster) and my embarrassment.
The people who had watched
me land all had explanations for
the whys and wherefores of my
injury. They were all too true,
unfortunately.

“Oh, you were the one with the
shitty landing.

I remember you,”’

a veteran said with a smirk.
He looked at my ice-bagged
ankle.
“It figures,” he smirked again.
EIGHT CUPS OF weak, warm
coffee and five hours and 50
questions later, I was on my way
home. I had plenty of motionless

time to think about what I had
done wrong.

I figured it was more than an
innate

lack

of

coordination.

Some people are blessed with
skill, others with luck, others
with husbands.
Well, ever since Jan. 1, at 12:01,

when I stepped in a puddle my
dog had rendered when she heard
New Year’s firecrackers go off,
ever since that moment, I knew I

couldn’t expect much in the way
of luck this year.
But if I wanted to live, I'd take
risks that might teach me what
life was worth.

I can’t say that after
roughly 2,700 feet I know
as James Bond what it’s
live twice.
But I do know what it’s

falling
as well
like to
like to

just fall 2,700 feet through the air.
Plus I’ve got a helleva good idea

what it’s like to lug a humungus
cast around this campus, and I
wouldn’t trade that experience
for all the luck in the world.
~
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VOTER’S GUIDE....ADVISORY

AB 3116 IN PERSPECTIVE

POLLS
The election will be held Wednesday, February 26 from 9:00 a.m.
to 4:00 p.m. and 6:30-9:30 p.m.: and Thursday, February27 from

The Student Resources Staff believes the following information is important.
1. Sequence
of events—
on the part of student governments
Over recent years there has been a growing resistance
within California State Universities and Colleges to A.S.B. funding of instructionally
related

9:00 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.

The polling places during the day will be located at the northeast
door of the Biological Science Complex, the entrance to the Natural
Resources Building, the entrance to Founders Hall, the Rathskeller
entrance of the University
Center, and in front of Sequoia Theater.
In the evening, polling places will be open at the Biological Science
Complex, Natural Resources Building, and Founders
Hall. ~
Students must have their identification card in order to vote. If
a
ee
ist

activities.

AB 3116 resulted and, for the first time, fiscal responsibility for these programs
accepted
by the state. Money FOR ONE YEAR was appropriated. The last weekof
. February was identified as the time that a referendum was to be held on all camipii within
the system to determine, WITH THE STATE FUNDING OF INSTRUCTIONALLY
RELATED PROGRAMS, if students wished to have their fee reduced and by how much. .
Gubernatorial
The passing of AB 3116 established the timing of the referendum.

the referendum. Governor Brown, with concurrance
by Legbudgetary decisions preceded
it is still
islative Analyst Post, deleted this appropriation
from the budget for ’75-’76. While
up to the legislature
for final approval, it does not appear at this time that there will be any
state funding for instructionally related activities after the current year. Obviously, the
certainty of their existance is eliminated.
2. Each campus faces the issue of whether or not A.S.B. _ fees will be reduced resultingin

BS

e INFORMATION

e

less funds to run both instructionally related and non-instructionally related

3. The election on February 26 and 27 is part of the requirement as established by AB 3116.
You have the opportunity to. RECOMMEND

Students desiring more information, please contact Student Resources in Nelson Hall East 206, 826-3366.
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to the California State University and Colleges

Trustees retention of the present fee or reduction of that fee up to 50 per cent (see the
Sample Ballot on this page).
4. Please read all the arguments on this page before making your decision. Then vote,
making your voice heard.
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TALI
Advisory

Paid Political Advertisement

Referendum

on

Body

Student

{PROPOSITION __“A”’)

SAMPLE BALLOT

Should the present

student

body

YES

_ fee be continued at the current
level of $20 per academic year?
=

If you

Ue

above,
Advisory

Referendum on Student
(PROPOSITION
__"A”)

Body

Fee

Two million six hundred dollars have been appropriated by the Legislature
to assist in the support of instructionally rélated activities on the nineteen California State University and Colleges campuses. These are
activities and laboratory experiences which are, in the judgment of the
campus president, with the approval of the Board of Trustees, integrally
related to formal instruction.
At Humboldt State University, instructionally related activities presently
include: intercollegiate athletics, radio, film, music and dance performances, drama and musical productions, art exhibits, publications,
forensics. These activities heretofore have been partially funded by
student body fees. Additional activities associated with other instruc-

tional areas may be added in the future.
fee which

is being

The proportion of the current

spent on IRA is approximately 40%.

Non-instructionally related programs and services at Humboldt State
University include, but are not limited to: University Program Board
(concerts, lectures, Lumberjack Days); Y.E.S. (carpools, Big Brother/
Big Sister, community calendar, Contact, legal referral); E.O.P.;
Children's Center; Marching Band.
Currently, these activities are
primarily funded from the Associated Student Body fee. The proportion of
the current fee which is spent on non-IRA is approximately 60%.
; These percentages do not reflect projected

Ballot

continued

on

next

inflationary costs.

page

fee

have

voted

you

favor?

do

what

level

NO

on

of

item

student

one

=e

Not less than 90 7 of the
current student body fee (or
approximately $18
per
academic

year).

Not
less than 807 of the
current student body fee (or
approximately $16 per
academic year).
Not

less

than

707

of

current student body fee
approximately $14 per
academic
Not

less

than

60 % of

body

approximately
$12
academic year).

“Not

less than

student

approximately

academic

the

(or

year).

current student

current

Paid political advertisement

Fee

year).

50%

body

$10

fee

per

the

(or

of the
fee

per

(or

2

Vid

~~~”
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con continued

persons elected to represent student’s views. If people do not like the way

The purpose of this weeks referendum is for you to recommend whether or

their money is being spent, a council that will be more responsive can be

" not you want $10 confiscated per academic year.

elected.

A NO vote at the E box could cut mandatory student body fees by 50 per
cent and you could keep $10 a year or $40 in four years to spend as you decide.
This is a unique opportunity since the last vote to decide the amount of
student government fees was over 10 years ago. Only political trade-offs to
pass the AB 3116 Bill for student funds allows you this one vote to show wha’
to do with part of your student government fees. ~
c=

_.

There are at least four solid reasons for you to keep your money.

1. The confusion of student government makes it impossible
to tell if you get what you want from this $10 of confiscated
mandatory student government fees.
2. You may be one of many students who doesn’t get what
want from your student fees.
: Currently our student government fees are not equally
dist
to ri
all of bu
us who te
pay thed
fees.
4. Alternate systems of funding could enhance the activities

fee.

sidized recreation activities, revenue sharing, charities, and social services.

Concerts have been subsidized and Milt Phegley of the University Program
Board proposes to subsidize even more concerts than in the past. Phegly argues that the ticket prices can be held down if concerts are subsidized. But
who pays the subsidy? You, through student body fees. You may pay $2.50
for the ticket and another $2.50 through subsidy to U.P.B. totalling
$5, which
might be more than you are willing to pay. Why should SLC (super-sensitive
stud
wantsen
committ
tee) spend the time and resources to share revenue
with such groups as the Model United Nations, like the $150 allocation for a

tax rolls; i.e.,

conference which could have come directly from the members of the Native

STUDENT WANTS

live away from the campus in Trinidad, Westhaven, Blue Lake, Fortuna
,

'

Some students are poor; for them $10 a

Ramirez, ‘‘Do students get what they want from mandatory student fees?’’

President Ramirez says he doesn’t know the answer and that his priority to
-attempt to find this answer is very low.
EQUALITY OF FEES
of

money todetermine the answer to this question. If such a study were done it
would be no surprise
to learn that special interest groups, who are the main

Your fee is in quarterly increments of $7.00 (fall, (winter) and $6.00

element of the 14 per cent of students who vote, allocate themselves the eggs

(spring). Pooling
our seven dollars together each quarter we are assuredof

we all lay. Why not vote to cut fees by 50 per cent so they can quit ripping us

being able

NEW SPIRIT

as students

hearings, more satisfactory settlements could be made.

LUMBERJACK.

student community, as well as the greater community.

This is illusin the last

Your seven dollars this winter quarter cannot do much by itself. Together with 7,000 other students your dollars can do the job. Every student

benefits from the contributions of all.

The

The question is this: Where would we, as students, be and what would we
have if we were not able to make our own decisions. Who would provide the

services and programs we want and need?
anyone else could or would.

want these ‘‘good” deals.

For yourself and others, vote YES.
Vote Yes Proposition

YOU DO?

Vote NO at the top of the ballot and check box E, the 50 per cent level.
The administration
is doing all it can to call off this referendum,
the Associate Dean
of Student Resources, Dr. Simmons, said last week. Why does not
the administration
of H.S.U. want to know your decision?

not to fund instructionally
related programs.

Humboldt’s student government has always paid your money to fund
intercollegiate sports, and the pro argument makes no pledge of not giving

your money to pay for intercollegisports.
ate Do you want to pay for football,
golf, tennis, etc.?
Activities that you want will continue to exist because your demand will
‘supply
the funds. There is no serious doubt that only student government :
can provide your activities and services. Numerous groups flourish in the

COM
SeOuTTAL
The arguments
presen ted by Mr. ; Andrews are inaccurate a nd out of

context. Yet, given the facts that 1) Mr. Andrews only attends HSU one
quarter
each year and 2) cannot recall ever taking advantage of even one of
more than 50 associated students’ programs—unlike
the 65,000 students and

community

community members who did last year--the inaccurate rationale
is obvious.

eet

ee

ee

e ‘continued poe eb

A Committee

You may pay for jockstrap intercollegiate sports if Gov. Brown decides

vote NO at the 50 per cent level surely a democratic decision on what we
want to do with our funds should be accepted by the H.S.U. administration.
Doug Andrews, Student

tp

There is serious doubt that

Pro Rebuttal

If enough
of us,

Additionally, Mr. Andrews was the only person, of many with questions, to _
write an opposition ballot argument.
Mr. Andrews argues against ‘‘student government’s programs.”
All
programs are provided because of student requests and are approved by

more!

-

Hence, it is imperative to be able to have the funds available if the above
mentioned programs are to exist. By maintaining the fee, we are assured of
maintaining the Association’s programs.

general tone in student government is that you are getting a good deal, a gift
from your student government. But there is no “Free Lunch” and no goose
laying golden eggs for student government, only you. Maybe you do not
CAN

~P.LR.G.

to

claimant

‘‘It will not cost you more, but you will get more.’’

WHAT

~chi much,
nts ouster
~and
much

cated. Thus, programs like Theater Arts may no longer be capable of
putting together the excellent entertainment that they provide for both the

FALSE ADVERTISING

Student government is like the girl on the milk billboard.
trated by Milt Phegley’s article on concert subsidies

quality concerts (e.g. Linda Ronstadt)

may not fund Instructionally Related Programs as they had previously indi-

A

If student gov-

to go with the grievance

=

~quad concerts-lectures (outdoor happenings)
~-film festivals (e.g. the New York Erotic Film Festival)
Lowering this fee could severely curtail current programs as well as eliminate any future éxpansion. In addition, we have now learned that the State

ernment can’t handle the red tape for the student, while also supplying peer
such

~car pool services

~-maintain free legal services

-have special guest lectures (e.g. Ralph Nader)

be able to tell you how not to spend your money, such as student government

support,

to:

-swim during non-lab hours in the school pool

One alternate method of funding is direct voluntary payment for the
activity or service you want. When a person pays $65 for the fees it makes
him appreciate the activity. The fee acts as a direct pledge to participate,
where as mandatory student body fee does not make people feel they would
like to participate. This is evidenced by the fact that 14 per cent of the
" students voted in the fall student election. Furthermore, an independently
funded group can be more autonomous. The university administration won't

group

There will be no possibility for

expansion.
If not enough monies are available, it is possible that many activities
would
cease to exist. With decreased
fees for a long period combined with
rising costs, it is possible that your A.S.B. could cease to exist. This cut
might
not directly affect you now, but where would you be without athletics,
concerts, recreation, theatre and music productions, legal aid, or many
other services. No one else is going to guarantee their existence. With lower
fees, the A.S.B. couldn’t either.
ae

campus groups receive more money than the students who do not belong to
campus groups?’’ No one has ever traced the distribution of student fee

is needed.

expist and other programs might be allowed to “‘lose’’ money.
INFLATION

programs currently funded
will be cut \ack.

President Ramirez also displays no interest in answering the questions ‘‘Is

to support students with grievances

Therefore,

Inflation has become a permanent fact of life. We will only be able to
stretch our dollars so far, now or in the future. Each year, new or expanded
programs are competing. for funding. If the fee level is decreased, the

year hurts. Finally, people tastes differ; you may not like what student
government wants to “give” you. I asked Student Body President Richard

system

the services.

becoming a burden on the entire budget, then additional funds are available

Eureka, etc., and these distances may inhibit their use of campus activities
and services. Many students hold jobs besides attending classes and don’t

is controlled.
Student government can provide services which require little money.

we provide the funds to maintain

for other programs.
If the fee level is maintained, added funds to ‘‘subsidize”’ programs
will be
available. This means that more non-revenue producing programs can

Your social life may not take place on the H.S.U. campus. Many students

off?

‘

what we want we must provide for ourselves and this takes dollars.
The funds that you contribute through your A.S.B. fee support various programs. The majority of monies go directly to those programs. In budgeting,
administrative
costs are forced as low as possible. Most of the persons
involved in programs receive little or no salary.
Each program area is required to present a balanced budget. Any
admission or service charges are made in an effort to lower the actual
amount of A.S.B. funds
é
. If a program can operate without

Americans if their funds were not confiscated by the student government in

the distribution of mandatory fees equal, or do members

.

Those of you who have recently arrived from a junior college may recall
that similar services, e.g. concerts,
were free. Granted
this may have been
the case, but at the same time the community tax rolls were the real
providers of many of these student services. Students
in our system are the

HUMBOLDT MIST
;
The student government cloaks itself in a complex, confusing mist of sub-

have time for campus activities.

.

One purpose any government must fulfill is to provide services for the
electorate. In our small community these services have ranged from
recreation-intramurals to Y.E.S. (Legal Counseling, Car Pools, and many
others).
;
To carry out these basic premises, money must be secured in a consistent
fashion. Thus the vehicle to insure that these funds will be there is our A.S.B.

and services you want.

the first place.

z

Mr. Andrews asserts that “‘special interest groups”’ are taking more than
their fair share of your ‘‘golden eggs.”” If you take your child to the day-care
center, attend a concert, football game, theater production, or read the
Lumberjack—do
you consider yourself a special interest?
Your individual fee is insufficient to support the assortment of programs
that benefit
all concerned. Vote YES for the continuation
of YOUR programs.

without student government's support providing your wants,

such as the Minor Theater, Friends of the Earth, and the Keg.
This ballot is purposely made to confuse you. Notice how easy it is to mark
the yes box, but you must mark the no box at the top and wade through the

excretion to E toreco
a mmend
50 per cent cut, mark
tes eee

eee

ee

Paid Political Advertisement:

it, then we will find out
PSPSFSIE

FS + EFI

Mee
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Two surveys to be included in spring quarter registration
Keith Till

other is a survey designed by

person

the housing office at

HSU.

housing and he asks for infor-

prised when you get your first
peek inside the spring quarter
registration packets.
The surprise is two surveys
totaling 88 questions. Students

Both are for
the
extent of the housing shortage
in Humboldt County.
The state survey has 6
questions,
many regarding the

mation
on student’s financial
status, we have only information from the financial
aids
office,” Lawson said.

are

anne

fill

for

student

student’s income and the in-

Naturally,
the financial aids

come of his parents. Once
tabulated, this survey will

office has records primarilyof
lower income students. Law-

gistration materials.
One of the surveys is called
a Student Resources Survey

give the university a tool .for
working toward more student
housing, according to Don

son éaid there has been no
accurate
way of
the financial
status of the

Lawson,

average student at HSU.

designed

out

asking

the

was

to

ae

questionnaires and return
them to the university with re-

and

asked

te 6 Wile

by

the

California State Scholarship
and. Lean Commission.
The

director of institu-

tional research at HSU.
“When we go to a private

Chancellors to be sampled in
the state survey.
Lawson said HSU was one of

He said many students
consider them a hassel.
:

the schools chosen because the
chancellors thought the rural
school might balance out re-

than you do. I’m only doing it

“We will be able to compare
Humboldt
with the state
norms to see if our students
are financially better or less
able than average,”’ Lawson
said.

‘

stu-

Lawson
said he has no idea
how many students
will complete the surveys.
Bill Arnett,
HSU registrar,
said he understands why some students

said

because
I was asked,” Arnett

said.

mae

vey.

nobody

Lawson

more

University
Los Angeles, one of
the other schools in the sur-

« knows what kind of student
housing is needed and desired.

dent,

:

on the average

like it any

sponses from California
State

Because
of this lack of infor-

mation

“I don’t

Threeof the 19 California
State University
and Colleges
were chosen by the Board of

include still another survey in
the spring packets, but he
refused.
“Someone
also wanted me
to include a four-page
advis-

might not want to take the
time to complete
the surveys.

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The GUADALAJARA SUMMER
SCHOOL, a eT accredited UNIVERSITY

program,

will offer June 30 to August 9,
anthropology, art, education, folk-

822-1711

lore, geography,
ment,
language

“I’m not out just to get

th
governand
literature.

Tuition and fees, $190; board and
room with Mexican family $245.
Write to GUADALAJARA
ER

942 “G” ARCATA

SCHOOL, 413 New Psychology,
University
of Arizona, Tucson,
Arizona 85721.

7
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students to fill out surveys,”
Lawson said.
‘“‘Hell, they have plenty to
fill out,’’ the researcher said.
“We're doing it for the
students, and that’s the only

reason we're doing it,’’ Lawson said.

got a plan

to make your banking easier.

The College

Sa,
we

What we’ve got is a very
special package of services
designed specifically for col-

lege students. We

avoid bounced checks, by covering

all your checks up to a prearranged limit.
Educational Loans. Details on

\

call it the ,

Studyplan® and Federally Insured loans are available from

College Plan, and here’s what
makes it so special:
The
College
Plan

Checking

Account.

any

—

First you get completely
unlimited checkwriting for
;

~

have to close it in June, reopen it in
Plan

Checks

are included at a very low cost. Scenic or

other style checks for a little more.
sophomore

'

Next, if you're a qualified student of”

standing

or

Accounts.

All

lege Plan gives you individual
help with your banking problems.
Usually students or recent graduates themselves, our Reps are located
at all our major college offices and are

* the fall.

BankAmericard®

Loan

ways to save up for holi© days and vacations.
Student Representatives. Finally, the Col- -

.

June, July and August.) You get
monthly statements. And the account
stays open through the summer even 4
with a zero balance, so you don't

College

Student

our plans provide easy

just $1 a month. (Free during

Personalized

of our

Offices.
avings

Sa

r

higher,

you

can

also

get

BankAmericard. Use it for tuition at state universities, for
check cashing identification and everyday purchases. Con-

servative credit limits help you start building a good credit

history.
Overdraft Protection. This part of the package helps you

easy to talk with.

,

Now that you know what's included, why

not drop by one of our college offices, meet your Student

Rep, and get in our College Plan. It’ll make your banking a
_lot easier.
Depend on us. More California college
studentsdo.

—

BANKOF AMERICA
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--HSU_ biology students help protect local sand dunes
(Continued
from page 1)

has offered him $375 a month to patrol the land with

ollowing extensive

agreement

litigation, a joint stewardship

between the conservancy and the univer-

sity was reached late last month.

any assistants
he cares to employ.
Christensen, who is already paying two HSU
students to help him guard the property, said this is not
enough money to do an effective job.
THE TWO STUDENTS, Barbara Lauck, a wildlife
major, and Linda Adams, a biology enthusiast, have

A management committee, consisting of three faculty members from the School of Natural Resources and
one conservancy representative, has already been
formed.

_ THE COMMITTEE WILL be responsible for issuing

permits that are required to gain entrance to the

Permits will be granted only for “gaining biological

insight.” University police will assist in enforcing the

permits and can also be called in to ward off any
trespassers.
Additionally, legal procedures to allow the conser-

vancy to purchase 49 acres of Christensen’s
dune land

have been completed.
Christensen said a dispute has arisen over surveillance operations of the dunes. He said the university

been aiding Christensen for the past seven months.
On occasion, the Humboldt County Sheriff's Department has also been called in to assist.
“Some people are really crazy,” Christensen said.
One guy said he couldn’t be trespassing because he was
a Martian.”
Christensen, who was forced to sell part of his property due to financial needs,-has also had to contend

with land developers and local residents who have criticized his conservation efforts.
But it appears that these determined efforts by the
Lanpheres and Christensen have not been in vain, as
exemplified by the following excerpt from the conservancy’s fund-raising written proposal:

“THIS AREA CONTAINS.
ane of the finest examples
of sand dune succession on the entire West Coast.

In

this special location, conditions are exactly right for all

stages of dune evolution.

dramatic changes.”

In the 23 years since its incorporation, the conservancy has saved over 700,000 acres of land throughout the United States.
Its preserves include such areas as 63,000 acres of
Virginia’s Great Dismal Swamp and one of the largest
backwater cypress swamps still left in the country, in
South Carolina.

Its resources are devoted fO the preservation of
ecologically significant Virgin lands. It obtains property through gift or purchase, in which case the money is
provided by private donations.

The only exception to this funding aspect is when

governmental agencies request the conservancy to acquire land on their behalf.
Z
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@DOT’S DRIVE-INN —_ vot sone roas
'

Chocolate & Vanilla Soft ice Cream Cones

Delicious hamburgers

1901 Heindon Rood

\

LLAMA

822-0091

Ahhh

shsdsd

You thought
“matriculation”
was an

unhealthy habit.

Photo

Beautiful rolling sand dunes are a part
of
Humboldt
County’s
natural
scenery. The Lanphere-Christensen

by

Kenn

Hunt

by increased popularity of off-road
vehicles, but steps have been taken to
protect the area.

dunes near Samoa have been affected

You owe yourself an Oly.
Olympia

(La

J.)

FAMILY RESTAURANT
WE SERVE

Brewing Company, Olympia, Washington
All Olympia empties are recyclable

8

& FOURTH ST.

‘SANDWICHES OR COMPLETE MEALS
NSIDE DINING OR CAR HOP SERVICE

*® ORDERSTO GO x

—= SAVE THE - CALL ANEAD —

442-6477

RENDEZVOUS

Wines and Liq

OPEN
24 HOURS
7 days
« week

Ladies & Gentlemen, Lennie Bruce! !
- Goldman - 2.25

GOOD FOOD et GOOD Prices
exotic teas

1091 H,.
.

Areata

;

American Medicinal Plants,
Milispaugh - 10.00

a

The Asian Journal of
Thomas Merton - 12.50

QER-STy

Garbage & The Goddess,

“%,

=

We specialize in the Soft
Gents

Ladies

Frank
Tots

56 Sunny
Bree Conter
“Appointments Welcome
2

Ren

“*
eas
ee
ee.

822-527

Free John - 4.95

Western

Natural Look

16th &@

Paintings of
C. McCarthy - 5.95

NOWINSTOCK

822-2834

INORTHTOWN BOOKS
ee

ne

ee

*OLY*®

HUTCHINS GROCERY

@

i
ee

<tetem te

NS

Qpen'
24 hours a day, 7 days
a week.
Breakfast 2 a.m.to 10 o.m.

4

SILIIITADASSSSS

l

“From the first build-up of sand through the growth
of pioneer grasses to the climax beach-pine forest,
each step is illustrated here in striking clarity.
“The endless shaping and reshaping of the sand by
wind and sea, the struggles between the moving dunes
and the outer edge of the earth’s vegetation occur unceasingly, and the Lanphere-Christensen
dunes maintain a delicate balance through their constant and

vors

§
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Weekend Activities In Humboldt County...
JS

Gambling...

The

“Blues

Chaser’

chopper was featured for
the first and lasttime at
the Second Annual Eur-

-eka CustémCar
and Speed
Show

this

Redwood

weekend

at

Acres. Sponsor.

ed by the International
Show Car Association and
the Humboldt-Del Norte

Timing

Association, the

show featured some 50
custom cars, hot rods and
race cars. It took owner
Bill Vance a whole week

to

prepare

his ‘Blues

Chaser’‘for show,and Ms.
Vance felt blue about the
final result. ‘‘It’s
too nice

a day to be here,’’ she lamented. ‘We should be on
the road.”

;

inane

}

oR

Photo

by Jon

RONEN

Kranhouse

Even the sponsors of ‘Casino Night‘’ took a gamble.

The

Inter-Residence Council

(IRC)

organized

_..Choppers

Photo

by

Kenn.

Hunt

the

night of gambling and gaming in the dorms’s Jolly
Giant lounge to finance a fireplace for Redwood Hall.
In spite of the crowds, IRC only profited $125. Even
so, IRC President Terry Yadon thought the night was
more

successful

than

last year’s.

...Aorses

THE HIGHLIuHtT OF the show

was a stallion parade for the pur- .
pose of showing potential breed-

ers the conformation and blood
lines of local stallions.

Horseback riding is a popular
sport in Humboldt County despite
the poor weather conditions.

Last
Bay

weekend

Quarter

the. Humboldt

Horse

Association

sponsored an all-breed schooling
show at Redwood Acres fairgrounds.

A schooling show enables both
horses and riders a chance to get
used to show conditions. Eques-

trains with young horses new to

competition were allowed to use
special training bridles and e-

quipment for greater control.

.

“There were 60 to 70 entries for
this show and that is good for a
schooling show,” according to
Karen Sacchi, the association’s
secretary.
ees

In the quarter horse division,
Destiny Erwin from the High
Acres Ranch, Kneeland, stole the
show. Destiny Erwin is a local
horse choosen one of the top-ten

cen

by Debbie Cantwell

stallions this year in the Santa
Rosa Snaffle Bit Furturity for

Ingen a ey

"

working stock horses.
THE JUDGE FOR the show
was George Lucas from Santa

Rosa. Lucas
has been judging for
10 years ahd he thought “the
show had a very good turnout and
competition.”

As a judge, Lucas ‘‘was looking
for horses

with

conformation

good

and

the

-

manners,

way

a-™

horse traveled.

“A horse shouldn’t be disregarded because of breed,” Lucas

said. ‘‘What
is more importantis
the smoothness and the way a
horse goes.”

3
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You can't run bases in swamp

“I think we will be stronger this

year.”

“Why?

The defense is better

and the pitching
is better. And second
setetateteeteteteteteteneeteceeataeteseteneteeteteteteted ERLE

EDISTO

SLD

E CDE

REEL

was not nearly as strenuous as

nee ene Cs

athletics.

said,

concerning this ‘‘interesting’”’

topic.

Dr. Bruce Ogilvie of San Jose

State said in the WomenSports
article that athletes who experience unusual physical health and
have a healthy, active participation in life tend to have higher sex
needs.
Dr. Joan Ullyot, exercise physiologist at the University Medical Center in San Francisco and
national marathon

runner,

said

in the same article that people
who get regular exercise, have
much more energy and much of
that gets diverted into sex.
“If you’re in sports, you tend to
be more sensual than the average
person,” she said.

NORMAN C. HEADLEY, director of student health services
at HSU, doesn’t agree with that

“

everyone can

play football without collapsing.”
Headley said that even people
with heart attacks are encouraged to resume an active sex life
after they have recovered.
to the health direc-

you feel toward

son,”’ he said.
Jackie Yapp,

a per-

senior physical

education major and women’s
volleybally player at HSU, believes however,
that athletes

have more available energy for
sex.
“IT

INCREASES

YOUR

sta-

mina and makes you better phy-

SS <

eee

agrees with Yapp.

-

F

“‘It gets your

muscles in tone and makes you
able to have better sexual relations,”’ he said.
Even if sports do lend themselves to a healthier sexual
awareness, ome wonders how
sexual activity, especially before
competition, affects the outcome.
Dr. Dorothy Harris of Penn
State said in the WomenSports
article that male and female

Headley said, ‘“‘he builds
up a lot

of internal tension which makes
him more agressive, determined
and psyched up for the fight.”
In regard to the effects of sex
the night before competition,
Headley said it doesn’t make the
slightest bit of difference.

“SEX IS NOT necessarily exhausting,” he said. “It may not
be more strenuous than masturbating. Women can just lie there
and be stimulated in the right
place whereas a man can be
aroused just thinking about it.”

mance,” she said, “unless you
were with someone like Linda
Lovelace.
Now she might tire
you out.”
Marshall Arts enthusiast Phil
Crandall said he really enjoys sex

before competition.
“IT GETS MY head and body
going,” he said. ‘I have a lot of
excess energy to devote to
sports.”
Crandall added, however, that ‘“‘many times you just
keep on screwing and forget

about the game.
point

as

and

Crandall

it can
at any
regardbut it

appears that if one doesn’t overdo.
it the night before, he or she will

be more “up” for the game after

in

1968

is exhilarating
energy,

noted, but after a while
drain your energy too.
It is difficult to arrive
ubiquitious conclusions
ing sex before sport,

“Zen is Zen,” a talk about the
misunderstandings of Zen Budd-

the

sex

provides

a

at

That happens if

you’re having a good time.”
It appears that up to a certain

Munich

| athletes

op he

valuable

waterpolo player in the Far
Western Conference and at HSU,

re 2 oe
Be
Neen

SS82a5

sically fit,” she said.
Robert Judge, most

in bed.

orrow night
Lecture on Zen tom
from the Il-bong-son-wan temple

hism, will be given at 8 p.m., this
Thursday, in the Kerr Tower
room of Founders Hall.
Donald Gilbert, Zen master

Sports Editor
The
team ended its
1975 season by defeating Sacramento State 25-11 on Friday.
Richard
Hubble scored a pin in

tor, Muhammad Ali “turns off”

sex six weeks before a fight.
“By denying himself of sex,’’

Judge concurred with Headley,
statement. In an interview last
saying it didn’t make much
Thursday, Headley said that the
difference.
It is curious, howability to have good sex is
ever, that the waterpolo star
primarily a cerebral thing.
played his best game of the’
“If you have your head set on it
season after engaging in sexual
you'll find the energy that you
activities.
need,” he said.
Yapp said that sex relieves the
The medical director said he |
stress which builds up before a
doubts that the quality of the
game.
sexual act itself has any relation“It wouldn’t hurt your perforship to the duration. ‘It depends
on how

by Laura
Lee

San

Francisco

will

be

the

speaker.
‘The talk will also be given at 8
p.m., this Friday, at the Internal
School, 1251 9th St., Arcata.

The A team lost 61-53 despite.
Shirley Logwood’s
24-point scor- team ends its

ing effort.

this week-

end by traveling
to Turlock on

The B team lost, 46-37.
Jo Friday to play Stanislaus
State,
Bilderback
was high scorer with and to Davis on Saturday to play

12 points.

.

the Aggies.

TheB team defeated Berkeley

Saturday, 43-41.

The gymnastics team
was de-

Sharon Bodman led the scoring feated by the UC Berkeley
team in
for the season.
Tickets are now on sale for the with 17 points and Robin Minner- @ flag meet Saturday.
Far Western Conference Championships to be held at HSU next
weekend. Tickets can be obtained from Coach Frank Cheek and

ly added 14.

.

TheA team lost to Berkeley, ont iw

tae

51-47. High scorers were Shirley

Wink Chase, sports information

Logwood
withwith12 11.points and Robin Hewston
Boydston,
Terry! Allen and Jody
on uneven parallel bars
Roistacher
The ‘Jacks travel
to Stanford 04 by Terryl Allen and Margo

Gym and team members.

this Saturday.

director,
at room 141 in the East
THE

MEN’S

BASKETBALL

lost a close battle to San Francisco State Friday night 62-61.

Bruce Fernandez led the scoring with 18 points, while Clyde
Spears added 15 points and pulled
down 16 rebounds for the Jacks.
The Lumberjacks lost to Cal
State Hayward on Saturday,

THE

:

SWIMMING

.TEAM

de-

feated Chapman
College last Saturday, 85-23. The ‘Jacks took all
13 first-place events.
Ben

Wolfe

won

the

50

and

100-yard freestyle events to remain undefeated
this season.

The ‘Jacks play defending national champion Chico State this

72-68.

MBI

Mike Johnson scored 14 points

| “THEY MUGHT GE GIANTS’ |

The ‘Jacks shot 49 per

cent from the floor.
THE
WOMEN’S
BASKETball team won one and lost three

THURSDAY

last weekend. They lost to Shasta
College on Friday, 60-57.

Kathy Bicknell was high scorer
with 12 points.

‘THE LONLINESS OF
THE LONG
DISTANCE RUNNER”

The ‘Jacks were defeated by
Davis on Saturday.

8 P.M. Admission $1.50
Pe
Pt
ee

Backgammon
scheduled
An organizational meeting for
a backgammon tournament is
planned next Wednesday.

The meeting will be held in
Nelson Hall, Room 120, at noon.
For further information, call
826-3401, ask for Brad.

women

artists

ring your wor
by march + to
unicory gallery
HOW

HST arcit

FRIDAY
2 Sleuths
double-feature

© Sherlock Holmes e

“THE SECRET CLAW“
;

plus

“‘CHARLIE CHAN
AT THE OPERA”
Admission $1.00

SATURDAY
| Walter Brennan

as

(JUDGE ROY BEAN)
| “THE WESTERNER’’
with Gary Cooper

Admission $1.00.

for a women’s

show
march

8-29

ZILLI
Pa
an

TaN cee)ab da Tiga

and pulled down 10 rebounds
while Bruce Matulich added 12

points.

Mer

pm, 822-3375
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Budget cuts HSU land acquisitions
Even

has

the HSU

appavently

Hanson named land acquisi-

master plan

suffered

re-

tion as the one of the items

verses in the wake of Gev. Edmund G. Brown Jr.’s budget
cuts.

Oden

-

W. Hanson,

dean

of

campus development
and utilization, described how the
master
plan is effected.
“Of the proposed additions
to HSU, the only two that
made it were a Gist Hall
remodel
and an addition to the
Marine
Lab,” he said.

g

|
;
tial |
i HET i

are funded fer the 1975 fiscal
year.

eo

ee

we.

Coffeehouse Concert with Ajax. Rathskeller.

8 P.M.

cents.
Admiss50ion

2:30 p-m.

Ferusn with wesahelt ef tho Lattth City Camel
Multipurpose Room.
and board of

8p.m.

Film Co-op movie “The Loneliness of the Long
Distance Runner.” Founders Hall Auditorium.

ss
series.
of a n
Thirdio
$1.50.
Admi

4

8:30 P.M. Dance at the Lazy L Ranch. Music by Joint Session and others. Tickets are $1.50 from the Uni-

It appears the Marine
Lab

eae

may be delayed or deleted asa
result
of problems that have
developed.
‘Tie Marine Lab plans are
being held up pending further
study on what will be done
with waste water,” said Hansen.
.
“Plans for the lab are in
such a state that the chancellor’s office has recommended
the dollars for that project be
deleted
until next year.”
Expansion
for the lab would
include two new salt-water
facilities and several new
offices.
However, preliminary estimates have been so

te

$1.75 at the door.

rin Desk;
.1LR.G.

Zen Master Rev. Donald Gilbert will speak in

8p.m.

Kerr Tower. Free.
Friday

the North,” as a Los Angeles

Times

article
said Sept. 13,

1971.

At

that

Film Co-op double feature ‘The Scarlet Claw”

8 p.m.

and “Charlie at the Opera.” Founders

time

Hall

n
Auditorium. Admissio$1.

tions for 1,800 openings.
Hansen,
who was born in
Eureka,
went to HSU (then
HSC) and served as student

8 p.m.

‘
Saturday
Film Co-op movie “The Westerner,” with Gary
Cooper and Walter Brennan. Founders Hall

$1.
Auditorium. Admission

8:15 p.m.

Chamber music. Music Recital Hall. Tickets

required.

Sunday

“I have a lot of love for this
institution.”

CLASSIFIED ©

a

Chemistry Seminar: “The Decomposition of

Lester. Science 133.
to
uc
od
ar,ry
sion
path of
on Eckank
discus
Intr
total awareness. Gist Hall 110.

8 p.m.

E

are

International Dancers and Ethnic Programs;
Theatre Arts Skits. University Center Quad. _
ee

i

plans for land

halted, and only two projects

12:30 p.m.

7:30 p.m.

af

In the proposed budget, HSU

Human

TRY A CLASSIFIED AD

7:30 P.M.
10 p.m.

8:15 p.m.

Concert with Jesse Collin Young and Jerry

Corbett. East Gym. Admission, students, $3.50;

general $4.50.
Student Recital, Music Recital Hall. Tickets not
required.

8733257320

8733257320

Pr

oR

coregeee.

(next to Safeway).
Open Six Days A Week
25 word maximum, 136 apeaes in all(4 lines). Put the key words at the beginning, as they will
AL letters. Deadline: Fri. 4 p.m. for next Wed. paper. Rates: $1 for
be emphasized by CAP’

first issue, $.75 thereafter, all ads prepaid. Bring to Nelson Hall 6 or the Information Desk,
(University Center,) or mail with payment to The Lumberjack Newspaper, H.S.U., Arcata,

2 Ca. 95521.

= ONE DOLLAR *,

33,5, %,\, professional instruction at
+a fantastic

Bae

ey

$6 dat int wee es mess Js os 1 SURES

ter Quarter Special
CHARTER FLIGHTS, Enrail, ID
cards, youth hotels, commercial
flights, ships and general travel
information available at Associated Students Travel Service.

BN.H.

119 826-3359.

id

eS

Contact

Scott

or

Becky

Wallace, 607 No. Ardmore
90004 :213) 660-1254

LA

MEHER BABA: Anyone wishing
to discuss the life and teachings of
Meyer Baba; | would like to hear
from you. Please call 822-6645.
SE

FOR SALE ‘71 WHITTIER 12x64,
3 Bdrm., 1'2 bath, skirting, awning and shed. Already set up in

park (McK.) Call 839-2564 after 6
pm. $6800 .
:
HELP
WANTED:
TF’s
GRADS PROF’S EARN $2000
or more & FREE 5-8WEEKS
IN EUROPE, AFRICA, ASIA.
Nationwide
educational
organization needs qualified
leaders of H.S. and College
groups. Send name, address,
phone,

ership

school,

resu'ne,

experience

‘o:

SSS

SPACe FOR HORSES Paddocks ond box
stalls for rent, $17.50

SS

$20 REWARD
Quiet
student
couple seeks smali house or apt.
within a reasonable distance of
campus HSU, to begin occupancy
Feb. 15-Apr 1. Two cats. Furn. or

unfurn.

Tired of the big high price of
records?
Let’s form
a record
buying-and-taping Co-op! Call
Allen at 822-6724.

lead-

Center

for Foreign Study, P.O. Box
606, Ann Arbor, Mi 48107.

per month.

Three

miles north of HSU. 12 mile north
of targe
animal clinic. Call 668-5162 or 822-2190

ask for Chris.

:

SS

eee

FREE
Photography
catalogue.
Economy
photo systems
and
equipment in all price ranges. No
bull—just the best cameras and
accessories for your money. CAL
WEST
Photography
Warehouse
i Archer, San Luis Obispo, CA
93401.
eee

al

The HUMBOLDT Free U Wants
to free YOU! From arts to Zen.

Teachers and students. Enroll on

campus

at

student

union

plaza.

SS

I'LL PAY $4 for your U.S. Silver
dollars (pre-’36). 180 percent over
face for U.S. silver coins. 839-3524
eves, 826-3271 day. Fred.

service.

Contact

In-

dustrial Arts student Jim Sussman. 8 a.m.-7 p.m. 822-5327.

FOR SALE: HP pocket calculator
$175. ‘65 Ford, excellent condition
$299. Call 839-2564 after 6 p.m.
A
SSS

NEW
KING-SIZE
BED, retail
value $150, for double
bed of
equal
—

NSS

SUMMER JOBS FOR ‘75. No experience necesary..Apply for jobs
at state and federal parks, guest
ranches, tourist resorts, private
camps. Learn how, when, and
where to apply. Receive over 200
Calif. names and addresses. Send
$3 to J.0.B. P.O. Box 708 Monterey, Ca. 93940.
SS

T.V.-stereo

and vaive.

McINTOSH
ng

OFF For The First Jump Course
430 3rd

(Regularly -

fx

442-6088

Sie

Ph. 822-3251

225 STEREO

Excellent

%

condition.

Power

Use

with
@ pre-amp or power rear
channelsof a quad system. $150 or
offer. 822-6724.
EARTH SHOES, size 912 mens or
— SSS
SS
SEED

1

womens.

a.

Worn

only

a

few

Cost $35. Sell for $15. 822-

SHE MAY look like a stray or
abandoned, but she’s lost from
home

since Jan.

14. We

love her

and miss her and are looking for
her. She’s a black dog named
Velvet, 92 years old. 443-1760.
an

EE

SESS

NEED A HOME? 6x33 trailer for
sale. One bedroom, complete bath
and kitchen. 677-3766.
Sa
Ses
SS

Tap-Jazz
dance classes
now
forming in Arcata. Call 822-4947
for informatian.
ae

TYPEWRITER

REPAIR

| pick

up and

deliver,

all work guaranteed. | cperate on a personal basis and my rates are cheap. Cail
Ron 839-2257

Justin, Acme, Senta Resa, Denner

Plaza Shoe Shop
774 9th St.,.822-1125

—

0

&

nes

